
Professor M. Aganagi's Midterm 1: Tuesday, Otober 4 20051 Problem 1(15 pts) A onverging lens with a foal length of f1 = l and a diverging lens of foal length f2 = �lare plaed 4l apart. An objet of height l=10 sits 3l=2 in front of the onverging lens.i) [7 pts℄ Using ray traing �nd the position and height of the image (approximately).ii) [8 pts℄ Calulate the image position and height, and ompare to your results in (i).
ii) Use the lens equation with a real objet and a onverging lens to �nd the initial image, whihwill serve as the objet (aution! pay attention to the separation of the lenses) for the seond lens.1o1 + 1i1 = 1f11i1 = 1l � 23li1 = 3l 2ptsThis is a real image, 3l to the right of the �rst lens, and therefore 4l � 3l = l to the left of theseond lens. It is a real objet. 1o2 + 1i2 = 1f21i2 = 1�l � 1li1 = �l=2 2 ptsThe total magni�ation is just the produt of the magni�ation due to eah lens.M = m1 �m2 = �� i1o1��� i2o2�= 3l3l=2 � �l=2lhi = Mho = �ho = �l=10 2pts for gettingm12pts for gettinghf inalPartial redit giving for arryingthrough orretly on later portions even if the �rst result wasinorret. Sign errors in the magni�ation -1pt. 1



2 Problem 2(20 pts) A small mirror of area A faes a monohromati light soure at a distane L >> A1=2.3 pts In a time T, how muh energy is inident on the mirror if the amplitude of the inident eletri�eld at the mirror is measured E0 ?2 pts What is the power output of the soure if it radiates uniformly in all diretions? (Power outputis energy emitted per unit time.)3 pts If the inident eletri �eld is ~Ein = E0sin(kx� !t)ŷ, what is the inident magneti �eld?3 pts What is the ~Eref (x; t) = Eref (x; t)ŷ ? (You know this!)3 pts Could we have had ~Ein = E0sin(kx� !t)x̂ ? Explain.2 pts What about ~Ein = E0sin(kx2 � !t)ŷ ? Explain.4 pts How would the expression for ~Ein(x; t) need to be modi�ed if the mirror were immersed inwater? (This is the only modi�ation in the setup, in partiular, the soure is unmodi�ed).a) S =q �0�0 
E2� =q �0�0 DE202 E = PowerArea! energy = STA =q �0�0 E202 TAb) Power at soure = (Power at mirror) h 4�L2A i = �q �0�0 E202 A�h 4�L2A i = 2�L2E20q �0�0) ~B = 1E0 sin(kx� !t)ẑ (x̂ = ŷ � ẑ)d) The reeted wave hanges diretions: sin(kx � !t) ! sin(kx+ !t) and undergoes a � phaseshift, while retaining its former polarization, so~Eref = �E0 sin(kx+ !t)ŷe) This \eletri �eld" would point in the diretion of propagation, whih does not satisfyMaxwell's equations, so it is not a valid wave funtion.f) This funtion does not satisfy the wave equation, so it is not a valid solution.g) In the funtion sin(kx�!t), the periodiity is �, so k an be expressed as k = 2�� . Immersingthe setup in water hanges �! �=nwater. So the new inident wave is~Ein(x; t) = E0 sin(nkx� !t)ŷ
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3 Problem 3(15 pts) A andle is at the enter of urvature of a onave mirror, whose foal length is 10m.There is a onverging lens of foal length 30m plaed 80m to the right of the andle. The lensforms two images of the andle. The �rst is formed from the light passing diretly through the lens.The seond is formed from the light that goes from the andle to the mirror, is reeted, and thenpasses through the lens.i) 5 pts For eah of the two images draw a prinipal ray diagram that loates the image.ii) 5 pts For eah image answer:� Where is the image? 3 pts for alu-lating loation,1 pt for onlysaying e.g., 'tothe right oflens 2'� Is it real or virtual?� Is it eret or inverted with respet to original?
Generally, points are given 2 points foreah image.for the seond image if it is onsistent with the �rst. The diagram should show relevant features suhas opti axis and foal points, and the standard rays used.

For the ray that goes diretly through the lens, use the lens equation, with f1 = +30m (on-verging), o1 = +80m (real): 1o1+ 1i1 = 1f11i1 = 1+30m � 1+80m = 1+48mSo i1 = 48m to the right of lens 1. This is a real image, and inverted as: 2 pointsm = � io = �48m80m = �0:6For the ray that is reeted from the mirror �rst, hek the image formed by the mirror. Reallingthat the foal length of a spherial mirror is half the radius of urvature, and that the foal lengthis onsidered positive for a onave mirror, 3



1o2+ 1i2 = 1f21i2 = 110m � 120m = 1+20m 3 pointsSo the mirror's image is real, 20m to the right of the mirror(diretly below the andle), and80m to the left of the lens. It is inverted, asm = �10m10m = �1Due to symmetry, it is easy to see that the image will be formed 48m to the right of the lens, andinverted from the mirror's image, therefore upright. The total magni�ation is found by applyingthe magni�ation formula twie:M = m1 �m2 = �1 � �0:6 = +0:6 2 pointsAnd the image is real and upright, as shown in the diagram.
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4 Problem 4The phenomena of total internal reetion an be used to measure the index of refration of amaterial via Pfund's method, as follows. A slab of thikness t is painted on one side to serve asa sreen. A small hole sraped in the paint serves as a soure of light. Rays striking the oppositesurfae will emerge if the angle is less than ritial. Thus on the painted sreen there will be a darkirle of diameter d, and outside of this a bright halo.a) Derive a formula for n in terms of d and t.b) What is the diameter of the dark irle if n = 1:52 and t = 0:600m?) If white lights is used, the ritial angle depends on olor aused by dispersion. Is the inner edgeof the halo tinged red or violet? Explain.
a) The dark irle is formed beause light hitting the lear surfae will esape if the inidentangle is less than �. The ondition for total internal reetion is: 4 pointsnairsin(�=2) = nmaterialsin(�)or sin� = 1nmFrom the diagram, tan� = d=4t or: 4 ptssin� = d=4pt2 + (d=4)2Then 2 ptsn = p(4t)2+d2db) Rearranging gives: 2 pts given ifonsistent withpart adn = p(4t)2 + d2d2n2 = 16t2 + d2d2(n2 � 1) = 16t2d = 4tpn2 � 1 = 4 � 0:600mp1:522 � 1 = 2:10m) See Gianoli page 825 for desription of prisms and dispersion. Light of shorter wavelengths isrefrated more strongly than light of longer wavelenth, therefore � is smaller for violet, and loser 3 ptsto �=2 for red. A smaller � results in a smaller ring and violet will be on the inside.
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5 Problem 5Light falls normally on a soap bubble and is reeted bak. If the bubble's walls have a thikness tand index of refration n, express the ondition for onstrutive interferene of the reeted light interms of the inident wavelength �; n; t. If t = 400nm and n = 1:3, what olor or olors will interfereonstrutively?a) The interferene pattern arises due to a phase di�erene between the light reeted from thefront and bak surfaes of the bubble. If the phase di�erene is (2m� 1)� for some integer m, thenthere is destrutive interferene (no light seen), while if the phase di�erene is 2m� there will be abright spot.The ray diretly reeted piks up a phase �1 = � beause the index of refration of soap ishigher than that of air.The ray reeting o� the bak surfae piks up a phase due only to the extra path length traveled.Frations of a wavelength traveled will give frations of 2� as :�22� = 2t�n = 2tn�Thus, the ondition for onstrutive interferene is:�� = 2� 2tn� � � = 2m�4tn = (2m� 1)�; m = 1; 2; 3; : : : 12 ptsb) To �nd the olors appearing, we invert the expression above to isolate �:� = 4nt2m� 1 = 4(1:3)(400nm)2m� 1 � 2100nm2m� 1For the values m = 1 through 4, the wavelengths obtained are:� = 2100nm; 700nm; 420nm; 300nmOnly red (700 nm) and blue (420 nm) are part of the visible spetrum. 3 pts
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6 Problem 6In a 2-slit experiment a piee of glass with an index of refration n and thikness L is plaed in frontof the upper slit.a) Desribe qualitatively what happened to the interferene pattern.b) Given that the result for the 2-slit pattern without the glass is given by: I� = I0os2(�dsin(�)� ),(where d is the distane between the slits and � is the usual angle as measured from the enter),give an expression for the intensity of light at points on a sreen as a funtion of n, L, �.) Write down an expression for values of � that loate the interferene maxima. Compare to resultsof part b.a) The addition of the glass auses one of the rays to pik up an extra (onstant) phase, ausing 4 ptsthe whole pattern to shiftwithout hanging the separation between suessive maxima . -1 pt ifstrethedBeause the glass is in front of the upper slit, the pattern will shift upwards. 1ptb) The usual phase is Æold = 2�� d sin �The new phase is simply Ænew = Æold + (n� 1)L2�� 4 ptsThe intensity pattern will then be:I(�) = I0 os2�Ænew2 � or I0 os2 �Æ +��new2 � 4 ptsI(�) = I0 os2 ��� (d sin � + (n� 1)L)� partial reditfor missing -L) Condition for onstrutive interferene is :Ænew = 2�m; m = 0; 1; 2; : : : 4 ptsd sin �� � (n� 1)L� = 2�m 2 ptsSolving for sin � 1 ptsin � = �m� (n� 1)Ld
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